A new trend has now emerged, with celebrities
and individuals now charting luxury yachts on
vacations.
Recently, renowned MMA superstar and
UFC lightweight champion, Conor
McGregor chartered a yacht to Ibiza with
his loved ones.
MAIMI, FLORIDA, USA, September 18,
2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Luxury yacht
charters. A new trend has now emerged,
with celebrities and individuals now
charting luxury yachts on vacations,
cruising the beautiful waters with family
and friends.
September 18th,2017: In recent years,
chartering a yacht has become a popular
way to vacation, and relax with family
and friends. Recently, renowned boxer,
MMA superstar and UFC lightweight champion, Conor McGregor chartered a yacht to Ibiza with his
loved ones, a month after the legendary boxing match with Floyd Mayweather.

We only have a limited
amount of time on earth,
Make the best out of it!”
James Knight

The Irish MMA star posted pictures of his vacation with loved
ones on his social media accounts, including Instagram.
McGregor is one of the many celebrities who charter yachts
for holidays. But recently, yachts have become a popular way
to connect with loved ones and to take a long, much-needed
break.

Chartering yachts have also become popular amongst tourists
who rely on crew members to take them cruising out on the ocean brimming with marine life. This is
true for places such as Cabo San Lucas, Cancun, Miami, Costa Rica, New England, Ibiza, Puerto
Rico and the Bahamas yacht charters just to mention some of the areas that are known as the world’s
best Vacation places to rent a luxury yacht.
One company, Day Yacht Charters, offers exclusive yacht packages for tourists looking to explore the
waters in any tourist destination near the ocean. The resort cities attract thousands of tourists every
year because of its water-based sports and incredible nightlife. The cities are also known for their
beautiful beaches and are a hub for tourists who are eager to learn about the city’s marine life.
“We believe in offering only the best to our clients. Our aim is to make sure that our clients have all
the facilities they need in order to make their charter experience memorable. Our yachts are not only
equipped with all the gear required, they’re designed to our clients’ every need,” commented the

spokesperson for the company, Arturo
Chacon.
Their yachts can house up to nine
crewmembers, making a smooth and
comfortable experience possible.
Tourists who are curious to explore the
sea will find their experience with Day
Yacht Charters to be comfortable,
relaxing, and smooth. Their luxury yacht
fleets are built using state-of-the-art
technology, with an incredible
stabilization system, which reduces the
chances of roll motion effects. This
guarantees a safe, smooth ride.
Some vessels like the 100ft Azimut yacht
offer tourists a cruising speed of 12
knots, and some offer 13 knots. The
company offers customized packages for
anglers and tourists, designed
specifically according to their needs.
With such rentals available, clients will be
able to make the most of their experience
and explore some of the best luxury
yachts in any tourist destination around
the glove.
James Knight
Day Yacht Charters
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